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Arabic Ministry – Egypt: In October, we asked you to pray for the ongoing search for an
Arabic ministry leader. Since then, BTGMI’s ministry partners in Egypt have selected
Ramy Gamal to serve in this position. Praise God! Pray that Ramy will be able to use his
passion for serving the church to bring others to Christ.
French Ministry – Haiti: Pastor Pierre Adelus Dossus attended a conference in Haiti to
help him and his congregation engage his community. “Now I can even help other
leaders at my church prepare a good worship service,” he said. Pray that Dossus will
continue to shine Christ’s light by serving his church and community.
Portuguese Ministry – Brazil: Moussa, a former Muslim from West Africa, is now a church
planter in Brazil. He recently partnered with BTGMI’s Portuguese ministry team to
translate an Arabic devotional for the large Arabic-speaking refugee population in his
community. Pray that these devotional messages will spark conversations and invitations
to learn more about the Christian faith.
Japanese Ministry – Japan: The holiday season often comes with feelings of warmth and
comfort from being with family and loved ones. But Christmas can also be an isolating
and lonely time if you are the only one who celebrates the birth of Christ—like many
believers in Japan. Pray that God will comfort Japanese Christians in times of isolation
and give them the courage to share their joy with others.
Chinese Ministry – China: Pray for healing in the life of a reader of the Chinese Today
devotional. The reader shared, “Lord, please heal the rift between me and my son.
Restore our broken hearts, and grant peace and strength in our relationship. Thank you,
Lord.”
Russian Ministry – Russia and Ukraine: The Russian Ministry team hosts several in-person
events in order to follow up and connect with program listeners. Most of these events
take place in partnership with local churches, but the team has recently been invited by
several non-church organizers. Pray that God will use these opportunities to share the
Gospel with an audience that may not have a clear understanding of the Bible.

